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Abstract
This paper focuses on the two degree-of-freedom (2DOF) control design problem for
high-speed and precision tracking system. The requirements for tracking resolution,
bandwidth are transformed to the H∞ norm minimizing problem of tracking error. A
2DOF control design approach based on an improved H∞ linear matrix inequalities
(LMI) representation is proposed. The design approach offers a new LMI to obtain the
feedforward controller and feedback controller in 2DOF control scheme. The results of
simulation experiment demonstrates the proposed approach could obtain a better
tracking performance compared with conventional H∞ 2DOF design based on
bounded real lemma.

Keywords: 2DOF control; improve H∞ LMI representation; tracking error; bounded
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1 Introduction
It is well known that two degree-of-freedom (DOF) control design which combines the
feedforward control and feedback control to achieve the desired tracking performance
has been widely applied in trajectory tracking control system [–]. DOF control could
extend the tracking bandwidth and resolution of tracking control system [, ]. A DOF
control scheme with coprime factorization-based feedforward control and PD feedback
control achieves fast and precise positioning for vibratorymechanism []. The DOF con-
trol systemdesigned by solving theminimizing problemof theH∞ normofweighted func-
tion is utilized to enhance the tracking performance of an atomic force microscope []. A
reference feedforward-type DOF (RFF-DOF) control system is designed for maneuver-
ability matching and gust disturbance rejection in in-flight simulator []. The adaptive
robust control and zero phase error tracking technique are used in DOF control and im-
plemented in servo systems of hard disk drives []. The DOF control system combined
with inversion feedforward controller and high-gain feedback controller could achieve
high-precision high-speed positioning in piezoactuators [].
The H∞ performance reflects resolution, bandwidth of tracking control system [–].

Several robust DOF control design approaches take account intoH∞ performance spec-
ification in worst system uncertainties and solve theH∞ optimization problem to improve
the tracking performance and robustness. The DOF-control design approach discussed
in [] proposes a simultaneous feedforward and feedback controller design in an opti-
mal mixed sensitivity framework to increase the bandwidth for similar robustness and
resolution over optima feedback-only designs. The robust inversion-based DOF control
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develops a systematic integration design approach which combines the robust inversion
feedforward control andH∞ mixed sensitivity robust feedback control []. A DOF con-
trol approach combined H∞-feedback and iterative learning control is formulated in [].
Linearmatrix inequalities (LMI) techniques have come to be essential tools for the anal-

ysis and synthesis for control problem [–]. Now, many LMI design approach research
for control problem of different systems have been reported, such as continuous-time lin-
ear time-invariant (LTI) systems [], discrete-time linear system [, ], systems with
time delay [, ], system with bounded uncertainties [], and so on. However, there are
few LMI design approaches for DOF control optimization problems, and the reported
LMI design approaches for DOF control optimization problems are based on conven-
tional LMI representation of BRL [, ], which are somewhat of conservative compared
with improved LMI representations [–].
The contribution of this paper is presenting a DOFdesign approach based on improved

H∞ LMI for high-speed and precision systems. The DOF control system design is for-
mulated by an improved LMI representation, and feedforward controller and feedback
controller in DOF scheme could be obtained by solving the LMI representation.
This paper is organized as follows. The DOF control system and optimization objective

are presented in Section . In Section , an improved H∞ LMI synthesis for systems are
introduced. The LMI representations for design of feedforward controller and feedback
controller are investigated in Section . The simulation experiment and experiment results
are described and discussed in Section . Finally, the conclusions are given in Section .

2 2DOF control system and optimization objective
Given a system G(s) whose state function is described by

ẋ = Ax + Bu,

y = Cx.
()

Consider the DOF control system shown in Figure . In this figure, G(s) is the transfer
function of the given system as described in (), GFF(s) and GFB(s) are the feedforward
controller and feedback controller respectively. The signal r(s) represents the reference
signal that the DOF control system need to track and u(s) represents the input to the
plantG(s). The signal y(s) represents the actual output of the entire DOF control system.

Figure 1 2DOF control system diagram.
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The transfer function of the entire DOF control system GDOF(s) from the reference
signal r(s) to actual outputs y(s), is given by

GDOF(s) = S(s)G(s)
[
GFF(s) +GFB(s)

]
, ()

where S(s) is the feedback sensitivity function,

S(s) =
(
I +G(s)GFB(s)

)–. ()

The tracking error of the entire DOF control system εDOF(s) could be given as

εDOF(s) = I –GDOF(s) = S(s)
(
I –G(s)GFF(s)

)
. ()

The control block and tracking error of the -DOF control system are now presented.
The tracking performance of the entire DOF control system can be characterized by
tracking error εDOF(s). Thus, the design goal of DOF control design is find a feedforward
controller and a feedback controller to make following optimization object satisfied,

min
GFF,GFB

∥∥Wp(s)εDOF(s)
∥∥∞, ()

whereWp(s) is user-defined weighting function to impose the requirements for the track-
ing bandwidth and maximum tracking error limitation, and the state-space realization
form ofWp is as follow,

ẋw = Awxw + Bwuw,

yw = Cwxw +Dwuw.
()

3 Improve H∞ LMI representation
Throughout this paper, the improved H∞ LMI representations suitable for controller de-
sign will be utilized for design of DOF control. The LMI representations are presented
an follows:

Theorem  Consider the system G in (), ‖G(s)‖∞ < γ if there exist symmetric matrix
P = PT > , any appropriately dimensioned matix V and a given scalar λ, such that the
following inequality hold:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
–VAT –AVT –B P +VT – λVAT VCT

∗ –γ I –λBT DT

∗ ∗ λV + λVT 
∗ ∗ ∗ –I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ < . ()

Proof Consider the system G, the equivalent LMI representation of BRL [] could be
given as follows:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
–ATVT

 –VA –VB X +V –ATVT
 CT

∗ –γ I –BTVT
 DT

∗ ∗ V +VT
 

∗ ∗ ∗ –I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ <  ()
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if there exit exist symmetric matrix X = XT > , and any appropriately dimensioned ma-
trices V, V, such that the above LMI holds, ‖G(s)‖∞ < γ .
Assume V = V is negative defined. Thus, V– is nonsingular. And, set P = VXVT . If

we replace V with V–, V with λV–. We perform a congruence transformation with
diag{VIVI} on the inequality (), we obtain the inequality (). �

4 2DOF control design
The H∞ optimization problem of DOF control () could be transformed to design the
K(s) = [GFF(s),GFB(s)] controller composed of feedforward controller GFF and feedback
controller GFB which could minimize the H∞ norm of transfer function from r to zw in
following framework .
In Figure , the transfer functions of r to zw, r to v, u to zw and u to v in P are given as

⎡
⎢⎣ zw

r
r – y

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣Wp –WpG

I 
I –G

⎤
⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P

[
r
u

]
. ()

And, the state realization of P and K are given as follows:

P =

⎡
⎢⎣Ap Bp Bp

Cp Dp Dp

Cp Dp Dp

⎤
⎥⎦ , ()

whereAp =
[ A 
–BwC Aw

]
, Bp =

[ 
Bw

]
, Bp =

[ B
–BwD

]
,Cp = [–DwDCw],Cp = [–C ],Dp =Dw,

Dp = , Dp = I , Dp = ,

K =

[
Ak Bk

Ck Dk

]
. ()

Denotes the transfer function from r to zw as TrZ . In terms of the state space realization
of P and K , TrZ is obtained as

ẋZ = AZxZ + BZr,

Zw = CZxZ +DZr,
()

where AZ =
[ Ap+BDkC BCk

BkC Ak

]
, BZ =

[ B+BDkD
BkD

]
, CZ = [C +DDkC DCk], DZ = D +

DDkD.

Figure 2 Transformed 2DOF control framework.
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Now, the design goal is to compute a controller K , which could render the H∞ norm of
TrZ(s) minimized,

min
K

∥∥TrZ(s)
∥∥∞. ()

The solution to the aboveminimizing problemcould be given by the following theorems.

Theorem  There exist a controller K which could render the H∞ norm of TrZ(s) less
than γ ,

∥∥TrZ(s)
∥∥∞ < γ ()

provided that the scalar λ, symmetric matrices P̂, P̂ and appropriately dimensioned
matrices P̂, X, Y , U , Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂ satisfy the following LMIs,

[
P̂ P̂

∗ P̂

]
< , ()

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
–[ApX + (ApX)T ] – [BpĈ + (BpĈ)T ] –Ap – BpD̂Cp – ÂT –(Bp + BpD̂Dp)

∗ –[YAp + (YAp)T ] – [B̂Cp + (B̂Cp)T ] –(YBp + B̂Dp)
∗ ∗ –γ I
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

P̂ +XT – λ[(ApX)T + (BpĈ)T ] P̂ +UT – λÂT (CpX +DpĈ)T

P̂T
 + I – λ[AT

p + (BpD̂Cp)T ] P̂ + YT – λ[(YAp)T + (B̂Cp)T ] (Cp +DpD̂Cp)T

–λ(Bp + BpD̂Dp)T –λ(Bp + BpD̂Dp)T (Dp +DpD̂Dp)T
λ(X +XT ) λ[I +UT ] 

∗ λ(Y + YT ) 
∗ ∗ –I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ < .

()

Proof Consider the Theorem , it is obviously that the controller K which could render
the inequality () hold, if inequality () hold with AZ , BZ , CZ , DZ .
Introduce a partition of V and its inverse W := V–. From WV = I , [W W]V = [I ]

and lead to

FV = F, with F :=

[
I 

W W

]
=

[
I 
Y N

]
,

F :=

[
V V

I 

]
=

[
XT MT

I 

]
. ()

Introduce the linearizing changes of variables as follows:

D̂ =Dk , ()

Ĉ =DkCpX +CkM, ()

B̂ = YBpDk +NBk , ()

Â = Y (Ap + BpDkCp)X +NBkCpX + YBpCkM +NAkM. ()
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Replace A, B, C, D with AZ , BZ , CZ and DZ in (). Performance a congruence transfor-
mation with diag{FIFI} on both LMI (), then the LMI terms in () become,

FAZVTFT
 =

[
ApX + BpĈ Ap + BpDkCp

Â YAp + B̂Cp

]
, ()

FBZ =

[
Bp + BpDkDp

YBp + B̂Dp

]
, ()

CZVTFT
 =

[
CpX +DpĈ Cp +DpDkCp

]
, ()

FPFT
 = P̂ =

[
P̂ P̂

P̂T
 P̂

]
, ()

FVTFT
 =

[
X I
U Y

]
, ()

U = YX +NM. ()

Now, the LMI () with AZ , BZ , CZ and DZ is recast to LMI (). The symmetric matrix
P in LMI () is positive define, thus LMI () must hold. This completes the proof. �

Theorem  The controller K is given as following matrices could render the minimizing
problem () satisfied,

Dk = D̂, ()

Bk =N–(B̂ – YBpDk
)
, ()

Ck =
(
Ĉ –DkCpX

)
M–, ()

Ak =
(
Â – Y (Ap + BpDkCp)X –NBkCpX – YBpCkM

)
, ()

where the scalar λ, symmetric matrices P̂, P̂, and appropriately dimensioned matrices
P̂, X, Y , U , Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂ could minimize γ in the LMI () subject to LMIs () and (),
and N ,M are deduced from U – YX.

Proof It is obviously that the equations (), (), (), () are deduced from (), (),
(), (). Equation () lead to NM =U – YX.
Consider Theorem , controller K as matrices (), (), (), () could render the

minimizing problem () satisfied if

min
P̂,P̂P̂,X,
Y ,UÂ,B̂,Ĉ,D̂

(γ )

subject to LMI () and (). ()

This completes the proof. �

5 Simulation experiment
To demonstrate the proposed design approach, DOF controller on a tracking system of
an optical disk drive in [] is designed and a simulation experiment is conducted. And the
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experiment results show the proposed approach improves the H∞ performance of DOF
control system compared with DOF design based on BRL.

5.1 Plant model and weighting function
Transfer function of tracking system of optical disk drive is given by

ẋ =

[
 

– –.

]
x +

[



]
u,

y = [., ]x.

()

The weighting functionWp(s) is selected as ,
s+ , and its state space realization is as

ẋw = –xw + uw,

yw = ,xw.
()

5.2 Controller design
The theorems presented in Section  are applied to design the controllerK including feed-
forward controller GFF and feedback controller GFB.
By Theorem , GFF and GFB are obtained as follow which yields the value of γ , namely

the minimizing value of ‖Wp(s)εDOF(s)‖∞ as ..

GFF =
–.× s + .× s + .× s + .× 

s + ,s + .× s + .× 
, ()

GFB =
–× s + .× s + .× s – .× 

s + ,s + .× s + .× 
. ()

However, by the DOF control design based on BRL [], the minimum value of
‖Wp(s)εDOF(s)‖∞ is . which is larger than the proposed design approach.

5.3 Simulation results
We conducted the experiments to track a sinusoidal signal at frequencies ( and  Hz)
using the proposed DOF control approach based on improved LMI representation and
the approach based on BRL. The experimental results show that the tracking performance
of proposed design approach is better. As shown in Figure , at frequency  and  Hz,
the maximum tracking errors using proposed design approach are . and ., re-
spectively; however, the maximum tracking errors using design approach based on BRL
are . and ., respectively.

6 Conclusion
A DOF control design based on improved LMI representation for high-speed and pre-
cision tracking systems is proposed in this paper. An improved H∞ representation is pro-
posed inTheorem . The LMIs for DOF control designwhich relies on improvedH∞ LMI
representation are presented in Theorems  and . The proposed approach is employed to
design the feedforward controller and feedback controller design in DOF control system
which could reduce the maximum of tracking error compared with DOF control design
based on BRL.
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Figure 3 Experimental tracking results.
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